Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U8s

Session 2: Ball controll

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Movement and control of ball
-Using various parts of feet
-Controlling ball at various speeds
-Quick first step

Activity 1

TRIANGLE, SQUARE,
DIAMOND (10-15min)
Make a triangle, square, &
diamond in the grid. Give
instructions on how you
want them to get the ball
into a shape: "right foot
only into the square", "Be as
silly as you can taking the
ball to the triangle", Go as
fast as you can to the
Diamond."

-Controlling ball under pressure
-Being aware of defenders and
other players
-Team work (Snake)

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

BALL NASTICS: (15-20 min)
Pairs. Kids do various
activities as you instruct
with the ball (using hands is
fine). Pair tick-tocks, Over
under (back to back and
pass ball over head then
between feet), Left-right
(same as over-under but
pass left to right), have
them walk with the ball
wedged between backs

Progression:
May need to start the non-snake
members without a ball until they
all understand the game
-Place obstacles around field that
dribblers can't hit

-Team work and communication
-Body movement
-Controlling ball while body is off
balance, twisted etc...

Click to insert session diagram

-Change of speed
-Distance of ball from the player
and how it changes depending
upon speed and proximity to
ending shape

-Change of speed (not always
going fast or slow with the ball)
-Thinking ahead and planing
where to go
-Communication between snake
members
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
-What did you need to do to keep
from being tagged by the snake?
-If you were a snake what did you
have to do in order to tag the
others?

-Need to be able to control ball no
mater what position we are in (we
won't always be standing straight
up with both feet on the ground).
-Need to talk/work with teammate
to control ball
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS
-When do you need to talk with
teammates during a game?
-What kinds of things do you say to
teammates?

Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

5v5 (20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-What did you need to do as you
got closer to a shape? Why did you
need to do it?

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

SNAKE TAG II: (10-15min)
kids need pennies one w/
out the ball is the snake.
Try & tag other kids as they
are dribbling. Once kid is
tagged they become part of
the snake by holding others
penny. Cones spread
randomly around &
dribblers can't hit them or
they become part of the
snake.

Objectives

Click to insert session diagram

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Use water breaks as I time to
prepare kids for the next activity or
set up the activity if cones etc...
need to be moved.
HOMEWORK:
Dribble around and touch objects
in yard. When an object is touched
stop the ball so the ball is touching
feet and you can touch the object
at the same time. 20 times.
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